Explore your sustainable transportation options this winter quarter through the newly launched systemwide e-Bike Purchase Program, which offers discounted e-bikes for UC students, faculty, and staff. Whether you want to embrace a more active lifestyle or make the commute easier with battery-assisted pedaling, this program aims to make travel via e-bike accessible and less costly.

As a reminder, the speed limit on UCI pathways is 8 mph; however, campus activity during peak hours may require reduced speeds. Additionally, Ring Mall is a dismount zone between 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Take the proper safety precautions such as obeying traffic laws, yielding to those with the right of way, wearing a helmet and protective gear, equipping your bike with lights and reflectors, and locking your device securely for a safe and secure riding experience.

**New UC E-Bike Purchase Program**

**Safely Navigating Intersections**

Intersection safety is important when riding a bike or scooter. Take the proper precautions so you can travel safely and efficiently:

- Position yourself in the appropriate lane well ahead of the intersection and signal clearly if you intend to make a turn
- Be cautious of vehicles making turns that intersect your path, and be prepared to yield the right of way when necessary
- Establish eye contact with drivers and other road users to confirm that they have seen you before proceeding
- Always adhere to traffic signals and signage, and give priority to

Proactive caution at intersections significantly reduces accident risks. Watch our video to learn more about traveling safely through intersections and on the road.

**BikeUCI Ambassador Opportunities**

BikeUCI Ambassadors who volunteer during events can earn points and receive exclusive rewards for their participation. Register for these upcoming events to start accumulating points and support our

- **Intersection Bike Demonstrations** (200 points/hr)
  - Date: Tuesday, January 30
  - Time: 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
- **Sustainival** (200 points/hr)
  - Date: Tuesday, February 20
  - Time: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

**RSVP FOR OUR BICHEAMBIASSO3ER BREAKFAST TUESDAY, JANUARY 16TH!**

Video: [Watch video](#)